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To make the large body of cyclic oxidation data collected
at NASA Lewis Research Center widely available, Lewis is
publishing a series of cyclic oxidation handbooks. This first
part in that series contains specific-weight-change-versus-time
data and x-ray diffraction results derived from high-
temperature cyclic tests on high-temperature, high-strength
nickel-base 3"/3" and cobalt-base turbine alloys. Each page
of data summarizes a complete test on a given alloy sample.
Part 2 of the series, which contains data for the remainder
of the high-temperature, high-strength nickel-base 3'/3'' and
cobalt-base turbine alloys tested at Lewis, is available as NASA
Technical Memorandum 101468.
Introduction
High-temperature oxidation literature is concerned mainly
with isothermal testing. This has led to a large body of oxide
growth and transport property data. However, most
applications for high-temperature materials are cyclic. During
cyclic oxidation the degree of spalling is as important in
estimating total metal loss as the growth rate of the oxide is
in determining metal consumption (ref. 1). Oxidation studies
at Lewis Research Center have focused on cyclic testing, both
furnace and burner rig. The goal of these studies is to evaluate
the mechanisms of material degradation in order to formulate
cyclic oxidation models for predicting life (ref. 1).
As these studies proceeded, standard testing methods were
developed (refs. 1 to 6) and a large body of cyclic oxidation
data was collected. Some of these data have been reported as
the results of specific investigations, but most have never found
their way into print. To make these data useful to as many
interested members of the oxidation research community as
possible, NASA Lewis is publishing a series of cyclic oxidation
handbooks. This first volume contains specific-weight-change-
versus-time data and available x-ray diffraction results derived
from high-temperature cyclic tests on high-temperature, high-
strength nickel-base 3'/3" and cobalt-base turbine alloys. Table
I lists these alloys in the order in which the data are presented.
The alloy composition is detailed in part 2 of this series (NASA
TM-101468).The details of testing, deriving, and analyzing the
data are discussed in reference 7.
Oxidation Data
The data are presented in the following manner: each page
summarizes a complete test on a given alloy sample. The
heading on each page gives the test conditions and the nature
of the alloy. The number in the upper right corner of the page
completely codes and identifies the test for computer
processing. For example, with 02-04-019-115-1, 02 means
nickel base; 04 means commercial cast 3'/3" alloys; and 019
designates the alloy (in this case TAZ-8A). The last four
numbers (115-1) are unique and refer to the NASA Lewis test
run and test position.
Under the descriptive heading the specific-weight-change-
versus-time data are both plotted and listed. X-ray diffraction
data are listed where available. The results are separated into
surface data and spall data. The phases are given in decreasing
order of intensity. If the matrix can be identified through the
scale, this information is included. If the x-ray results were
obtained after various times, they are listed from the shortest
to the longest test times. Table II lists the sample surface
conditions that might qualify the results. Because a "standard
surface" was analyzed in most cases, there were no
interpretive problems. The spall results also have five qualifiers
(table II). The biggest problem here was in possible cross-
spall--particularly from samples tested in adjacent tubes for
a given run. Some of these problems are discussed in
references 4 and 7.
Three major types of oxide scaling product are formed
during oxidation (table HI). First, there are the various discrete
oxides such as the protective A1203 and Cr203, spall
inhibitors like Y203 and ZrO 2, and minor constituent oxides
including MoO2 and CoWO 4. Second, there is a class of
solid-solution cubic oxides termed spinels. Finally, there is
a rutile/tri-rutile tetragonal oxide consisting of Ti and the
refractory metals Ta, Cb, W, and Mo. The 21 discrete oxides
listed in the first part of table III range from the commonly
found Cr203, NiO, and AI203 to the less common CoMoO4.
The cubic oxides, termed spinels, are listed by their lattice
parameter values in angstroms. Generally, the three lower
values (8.05, 8.10, and 8.15 ,,_) denote aluminate spinels like
NiAI204. Spinels with values ranging from 8.25 to 8.40 ,/_
are usually chromites like NiCr204. Spinels with values close
to 8.50 A are usually spinels with high manganese content.
A third type of oxide has a tetragonal structure containing
titanium or refractory metals and is classed as rutile/tri-rutile.
This general category of oxides includes tapiolite (ref. 3) with
a general composition of Ni, Fe, Co(Nb, Ta, Mo, W)O2;
ruffles such as TiO2, TaO2, AITaO4, CrTaO4, and CrNbO4;
and tri-rutiles with a general composition of Ni, Co, Fe(Ta,
NB)O4. These subcategories are difficult to distinguish,
especially in small amounts, and here they are differentiated
by the lattice spacing (i.e., d-value of the (110) plane). In
addition, there may be occasional diffraction lines that cannot
be associated with one of these three phases. The d-values of
up to four diffraction lines can be listed in order of decreasing
intensity.
The test data are presented in alloy alphabetical order, first
for the nickel-base and then for the cobalt-base systems. The
individual alloy data are shown from high to low temperatures
and from short to long cycle times (i.e., assumed decreasing
order of test severity) and the sequence from lowest to highest
numbered runs.
Comments on the Data
The induction-melted cast test specimens were of several
different types. They are classified as shown in table IV.
The following tests might be possible outliers since the
results appeared anomalous when compared with other results
for the same alloy. However, they were included because no
reason could be found to reject them.
(1) Run 336-4 on page 49 for B-1900 at 1100 *C
(2) Run 324-4 on page 99 for MAR-M-211 at 1100 *C
(3) Run 078-3 on page 105 for NASA-TRW-VI-A at
1 150 °C
The TAZ-8A alloy results fall into two groupings. The first
grouping represents experimental heats, whereas the data on
pages 136 and 140 were for samples from a remelted
commercial ingot.
The variability in the IN-100 alloy results has been discussed
previously in reference 6.
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TABLE II.--NATURE OF X-RAY
DIFFRACTION RESULTS




Sample lost in furnace
Surface growth
Selected areas








TABLE III,--OBSERVED OXIDES FORMED IN CYCLIC OXIDATION OF Fe-
Ni-, AND Co-BASE ALLOYS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AS























































8.05, 8.10, 8.15 A--Aluminate
spinels
8.20 to 8.40 A--Chromite
spinels
8.45 to 8.50 AManganate
spinels
Tetragonal denoted by lattice
spacing, d, on (110):
3.25 to 3.27 A--TiO2
3.27 to 3.34 ,k.--Cr (refractory
metal)O4
3.34 to 3.36 A--Ni, Fe, Co
(refractory metal)206 or TaO2
Where Me is Fe, Ni, or Co and
M is Fe, Cr, Al, or Mn
Where refractory metal is Ta,
Cb, W, Mo
TABLE IV.--INDUCTION-MELTED CAST TEST SPECIMEN TYPES
Specimen type Run-position number Specimen type Run-position number
Master ingot recast as 4- by I-
by 0.25-in.-thick bars, heat
treated and sectioned into four
1- by I- by 0.25-in.-thick
samples with a O. 125-in.-diam
hanger hole, with all sides
ground to remove 0.01 in., all
sides glass bead blasted
Master ingot recast
standard Mach 0.3





















Master ingot heat-cast into small
ingots and machined into samples
0.4 to 0.5 by 0.9 in. long with
O. 125-in.-diam hanger hole,





























Master ingot recast as
1- by 2- by 0.100-in.-
thick leafs cut to 0.4













Master ingot recast as 2-in.-long
by 0.240-in.-diam. tensile

















































COIIMERCIAL CAST GAHMAIGAMHA PRIME ALLDfS
ttSO°C t.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC NEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I i I I I I I


















Ni BASE COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIHE ALLOYS
B-1900 I150°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.00hr lEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, oo:B.IOA. NiO
SPINEL, aQ=B.2OA.
UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES Cr20 ]
2.57A.
3.29A. UNKNDNN LINES, d VALUES
].S2A. 3.26A.
02-04-001-041-1
6.500mm THICK STATIC AIR
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-07B-2










SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I i i '











Ni BASE COMrlERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PR[ME ALLOYS
B-1900 }ISO'C I.OOhr CYCLES ]OO.OOhr TEST
X RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr





FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-001-0/8-2










COMMERCIAL CAST GAtI_IA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES





I I I I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100
I II'IE,hr























Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CASI 6A#IMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
B-1900 IISO°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr IFSI
X RAY OIFFRACIIDN DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr I00 hr




FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02 04 001 095-I










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMIiA/GAMHA PRIME ALLOTS
1150°C 1.00hr CYCLES







I I I I I I I I
20 ]0 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TIHE.hr






























COMHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
i I I [ I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO
TIME,hr
llSO'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST






































COHtlERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRINE ALLOYS
1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I I I I I" I
































COHrlERCIAI CAST GAMIIA/GA_IMA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO°C I.OOhr C_CLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.738mm TH(CK








FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
]I













I150"C 1.00hr CYCLES 100,OOhr TEST 2.741mm THICK STATIC AIR











I I I I I I I












CDHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA GAMMA PRIME ALL01S
tlSO'C l.OOhr CYCLES





I I I I I I I I i ,
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 O0 90 I00
TIME.hr
































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS










2.710H THICK STATIC AlE















1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES IO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I I





































COMIIERCIAII CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
11S0°C 1.00hr CYCLES




I I I I




I I I I
60 70 80 90 100
























Ni BASE 02-04-001 123-4
B-t900 10G.00hr TEST 1.142mm THICK STATIC AIR
CDIIIIERCIAL CAST GAIIMA/GA_XiA PRI_E ALLOYS
IISO°C À,QOhr CYCLES





































FACE CENTCRED CUBIC MATRIX
CO;iNERCIAL CAST GAMMA_GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
II50°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
k RAY DIFFRACIION DATA
SPALL
I00 hr
NO SIGNIFICANT SPALL 8BSERVED
02-04 001 123 4













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C I.OOhr CYCLES





I I I I I I I I











I AC[: CEIdTLI_FD CUBIC MATRIX











corIIIERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1]50°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST




































COI-IflERC1AL CAST GAHMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
O
O
I150"C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST
SPECIFIC NEIGHT CHANGE DATA
O
I I I I I I I I






































COHMERCiAL CAST GAMHA/GA,HA PRIHE ALLOTS
II50"C 1.00hr :TCLES






t I I I I I I I









































COHHERC|AL CAST GAHHA/GAHHA PRIME kLLOT$
0
02-04o001-S20-_
1150'C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST 3.302mm THICK STATIC AIR






I I 1 I I I I
























COHMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
tlS0"C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPEC[K[C NEIGHT CHANGE DATA
O
I I I I I I I











































I I I ) I t ] I I
I0 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100
T filE.Mr
02-04-001-130-2
IISO°C 1.00hr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 1.140mm THICK STATIC AIR




















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIk
COI'IMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS






















CBIIPtERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
llS0"C 1.00hr CYCLES





I I I I I I I I I
tO 20 ]0 40 SO 60 70 00 O0 I00
TIME.hr


































1150°C 1.00hr CfCLt_S tOO.OOhr TCSI
SPCCIFIC NI-IGHT CttANGI_ DATA
0
I I I I
30 40 SO 60
[lrlE.hr
I I I
7O 80 90 100
02-04-00l 130 4


































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO°C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I I I








FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
I
90 O0











COMMERCIAL CAST GAM_IA/GAMFIA PRIME Ai.LOYS
IISO°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IIS0°C 1.00hr CYCLES






I I I I I I I l I
IO 20 30 ,I0 SO 60 70 80 90
TlME.hr
I00
































COMtlERCIAL CAST OAHMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST





SPINEL, a o 8.25A.
TRI(RUTILE),d(IIO)S3.3OA.
SPINEL. ao:B.OSA.
FACE CCNTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02 04-001 130 6












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMNAIGAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
I150°C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA












































COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAHHA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO'C 1.00hr CYCLES






I I I I I I I I I
I0 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90
TIME,hr







FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150"C I.OOhr CYCLES






I I I i I I I I
20 3n 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TII1E,hr























Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
_-1900 IISO'C I.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.700mm THICK
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr





FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX A/203




















It50°C l.OOhr CYCLES tOO.OOhc TEST 6.353mm THICK +O.S[. STAT[C AIR






I I I .! I I I I












Ni BASE COIiMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
B-1900 IISO°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, ao=8.2OA. NiO
AI203 SPINEL, ao:B.2SA.
TRI(RUTILE),d(IIO)(3 30A. SPINEL, ao:B.1OA.
TRI(RUTILE).d(IIO)>3,3OA.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX TRI(RUTILE).d(IIOI(3.3OA.





6.353mm THICK .O.SI. STATIC AIR
30














I I I [ I I [ I I
I0 20 30 40 S0 60 70 00 90 100
TIME.hr
02-04-001-328-I
I150*C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST 2.318mm THICK STATIC AIR(SMP)











Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMAIGA}iMA PRI_{E ALLOYS 02-04-001-328-I
B-1900 IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.310mm THICK STATIC A[R(SMP)
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr tO0 hr
STANDARD SURFACE PROBABLE CROSS-SPALL
SPINEL, ao:B.lOA. N_D
























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMHA PRIME ALLOYS
1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I I I I I I I
I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 I00
TIHE,hr




































COflHEBCIAL CAST GAflHA/GAHHA PRIHE ALLOYS
IISO'C I.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I,, I I 1 1 <
10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 I00
TIME,Nr































FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATBIX
CDHfl(RCtAL CAST GAHHAIGAflnA PRlflE ALLOYS




















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
II50°C l.OOhr CTCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
] t I ] I I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 98 100
TIME.hr























Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
B-1900 1150"C 1.OOhr CYCLES |O0.OOhr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr




SPINEL. e0:8.25A. SPINEL, IO:8.1OA.
Ni(H,HO)D 4 TYPE !
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX Cr20 J
AI203
02-04o001-337-4



















COflflERCIAL CAST GAflHAIGAHNA PRIHE ALLOYS
IIO0"C I.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
t_
I I I I I I I I I








































































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAmMA PRIME ALLOYS
tIO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES





I I J I I J J















































Ni BASE COHHERCIAL CAST GAMmA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
8-1900 1100"C l.OOhr CTCLES lO00.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr 500 hr





600 hr 600 hr














COMHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
0
02-04-00|-103-4
I100'C [.OOhr CYCLES IO00.OOhr TEST







,I _ . I I r ! t I t











































Hi BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMmA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
8-1900 IIO0*C |.OOhr CYCLES IO00.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
SO0 hr 500 hr






600 hr 600 NT
























COHHERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAMHA PRIME ALLOTS
1100"C I.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I i f I I 1 1 J I
IO 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 I00
T]ME.hr























Ni BASE COHHERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAHHA PRIHE ALLOTS
0-1900 1100"C t,OOhr CYCLES tOO.OOhr TEST
X-RAY _|FFRACTION OATA
SURFACE SPALL
SO0 hr SO0 hr
SURFACE NOT SATISFACTORY-NO XRD COLLECTED SPALL
X;O
TRI(RUT]LE},d(1IO)_3.3OA.





600 hr 600 hr


















COIiHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS
1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPEC{F]C WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I






700 800 900 1000




































COflMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
0
IIO0"C








I I I I I I I I
20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 I00
TIHE,hr
Ni BASE COfI_IERCIAL CAST GAMrlA/GAHHA PRIME ALLOYS
B-1900 IIO0"C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr 100 hr






























COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IIO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES





I I I I I I I I




































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
IIO0"C l,OOhr CYCLES





I I I I I I I I I
























































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS




































COHHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIHE ALLOTS
IIO0*C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 00 0
0
I I I I I I 1 I I
20 40 60 80 [00 120 140 160 180
TiffE,hr
200





































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIHE ALLOYS
B-1900 1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DiFFRACTiON DATA
SURFACE SPACE
200 hr 200 fir




FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX UNKNOMN LINES, d VALUES
1.38A.
02-04-001-190-5











COHn(gClkL CAST GAHHA/;AHHA eft[HE ALLOTS
I100"C 20.OOhr CYCLES SO0.OOhr


















I I I I I I J i l




























































HI BASE COHflERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMAPRIH( ALLOYS
B-19|0 110o'c 20.OOhr CYCLES SO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
SOO kr SOl hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL. II=|,I|A, AI)O)
AI205 SPINEL, IlSl. IOA.
TRI_RUTILE).d_ttS)s3.3SA. RIO
SPINEL, IluS.2SA.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATNIX YRI(BUTILE).d(IlO)J3.)|A.
Cr)03
02-04-001-231-5












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
ltO0"C SO.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I J I I I I
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 4S0 500
TIME,hr



























Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
B-1900 1100"C $O.00hr CYCLES 500.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr SO0 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL. oo=B.10A. AI2O 3
AI2D 3 SPINEL. 80=B.10A.
TRI(RUT]LE),d(t10)_3.30A. NiO
SPINEL, ao:O.2SA.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX TRI(RUTILE).d(I10)I3.30A.
Cr2O3
02-04-001-238-5









COMHERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAHHA PRIHE ALLOYS
I100"C 1.00hr CYCLES










I I 1 I I 1 I I i
50 100 lSO 200 250 300 350 400 450 ,500
TllaE .hr

















































Ni BASE CONffERCIAL CAST GAmMA/GAMMA PR]_E ALLOTS
B-1900 I100*C t.OOhr CYCLES S00.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr





FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATR|X




$00 hr SO0 hr






FACE CENTEREO CUBIC NATRIX
02-04-001-276-6











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
IlO0"C 1.OOhr CYCLES











I I I I I I I I I
20 40 60 BO lO0 120 140 160 180
T]ME.hr
200







































BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1100"C 100hr CYCLES 20O,OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr





FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX



















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAMMA PRIHE ALLOTS
1IO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES











I I I I I I I I
40 60 80 100 120 140 160 lEO
TIHE,Nr
2O0












































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAHHA PRIHE ALLOTS























COnMERCIAL CAST GANflA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS
1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES









I I 1 I I I I I I

















































Ni(M.H0)O 4 TYPE 2
FACE CENTERED CUBIC flATR|X
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS








Ni(W,M0)O 4 TYPE 2
02-04-001-336-4











COHNERCIAL CAST GA_MA/GAMHA PRIflE ALLOYS
1093"C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC gEJGHT CHANGE DATA
0 0
0 0 0



























Ni BASE CONMERC[AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
B-19C0 1093"C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr




FACE CENTERED CUBIC _ATRIX
02-04-001-096-2
















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1093"C |.OOhr CTCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0 0
i I l I I I I i
20 30 40 50 60 ?0 80 90
TIME.hr
02-04-001-143-3























COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/G,qM_A PRIHE ALLOYS
1038°C ].OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HE]GHT CHANGE DATA
0
t I ! I




I I I I I
SO 60 70 80 90
TIME,hr
100






























FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMffA PR)ffE ALLOTS








3.302am THICK STATIC AIR
52
















1038"C ].OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.302mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0 0
O0
4 I I I 1 1 I I




















COMHERCJAL CAST GAHHA/GAHHA PRIME ALLOYS
1000"C 1.00hr CYCLES 100,OOhr TEST
























I I I 1 J i I






















































































































NO SIGNIFICANT SPALL OBSERVED
O06-A














CBtIMCRCIAL CAST GAMMA GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
11S0°C 1.00hr CYCLES




I I I I I I J J
20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90
T[ME.hr
100
































FACE CENTERfZD CUBIC HATRIX
COIIMERCIAL CAST GAMMAIGA_IHA PRIME ALLOYS





















COI INERCIAL CAST GAMIIA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IIO0°C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.342mm THICK



























I I I I I I I I I


























CDMHERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS









2.342mm THICK STATIC AIR















COMMERC]AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES












I I I I 1 I I I L
20 40 60 BO 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME,hr














































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS









FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-002-326-3
2.330mm THICK STATIC AIR
5?











I150°C 1.00hr CYCLES IO0.OOhr TEST 2.408mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC VEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I I I




70 80 90 O0
COMMERC[AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PR[HE ALLOY5


























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
58
N; BASE 02-04-003-0%-3










CO_IMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
I150°C 1.00hr CYCLES 75.00hr TEST





1 1 1 1















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMHAIGAMMA PRIME ALLQYS
[N-I00 l150°C 1.00hr CYCLES 75.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
75 hr 75 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, ao:B.3OA. NIO
SPINEL, ao:B.25A.










3.230mm THICK STATIC AIR
59












1150"C t.OOhr CYCLES 90.OOhr TEST 2.620mm THICK STATIC AIR












{ I { { { { l I


















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COFIHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150"C t.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC gEIGHT CHANGE DATA











I I I I I I I I
20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100
TIME,hr
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS






































SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
02-04-003-127-1
l.OOhr CYCLES IO0.OOhr TEST ]2.700mm THICK STATIC AIR
0
]00
I I I I l J I I





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
IlSO'C 1.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I _ I i I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
TIME.hr
100





























CONMERC]AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-127-3
i]50°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2,630mm THICK STATIC AIR





I I I t I I I I



















CCMMERC]AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1ISO'C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I { 1 I I I I





































FACE CENTERED CUBIC M'ATRIX
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS







M;(M,Mo)O 4 TYPE 2
02-04-003-127-4



















IISO'C I.OOhr CYCLES |O0.OOfir TEST 3.251mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I ] I [ r































11SO'C 1.00hr CYCLES lO0.O0_r TEST 3.2Slam THILK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I J I I I J I I <,













Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-003-096-3










1093"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I L I I I I I


































COHHERCIAL CAST GANHA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOTS
0
02-04-00)-096-6
1093"C I,OOhr CYCLES IO0.0ONr TEST ).2TTmm THICK STATIC AIR




I I I I I I I 1 t












Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAmMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
lN-lO0 1093"C 1.0Ohr CYCLES IO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr I00 hr




FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-003-096-6













COMMERCIAL CAST GA_FIA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS
1038°C 1.0Ohr CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0 0
I I I I I I I I
20 30 ,tO SO 60 70 80 90 100
TlHE,hr






























COM_IERC[AL CAST GAMMA/GAmMA PRIME ALLOYS
I038"C l.OOhr CYCLES





l I I I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 S0 60 70 B0 90
TIME,hr
























Ni BASE CDMNERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IN-t00 103O'C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
Cr2O 3 NiO
SPINEL, ao:B.2SA.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-003-09B-6
3.277mm THICK STATIC AIR
?I
N_ BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-004-041-4








IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I i ]
I0 20 30 dO 50 60
TIME,hr
0



















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IN-713C ]ISO'C I OOhr CYCLES IO0.DOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr lO0 hr




FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX Cr203
AI203
02-04-004-041-4












COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAHMA PR)HE ALLOTS
1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES





I f I I i I I i I

































































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAflHA/GAHHA PRIH( ALLOTS
1000"C I.OOhr CYCLES iO0.OOkr TEST




1 I I I I I I I I










































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C 1.OOhr CYCLES








I I I I
3O 40 SO 60
TIME.hr
I I I
70 80 90 100










Ni BASE CBMHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IN-738 1150°C 1.00hr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACC SPALL
100 hr I00 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NiO NiO

























COIIMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
I150'C t.OOhr CYCLES





I I I I I L I I






















Ni BASE COrlMCRCIAL CAST GArlMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IN 138 IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
Ni_ NiO




N](14,Mo)O 4 TYPE 2
UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
02-04-005-]21-I











COflflERC]AL CAST GAflMA/GAHflA PRINE ALLOTS
IIO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES IO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
t I I I I I I I I





























































































































CDM_IERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
II00"C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.330mm THICK










I I I I I I I I I




































Ni BASE COrI_IERCIAL CAST GAMmA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1N-738 IIO0°C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
Ni8 Ni8





UNKNS_N L[NES, d VALUES
2.88A. UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
2.90A.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC _ATHIX
02-04-00S-324 1











COHHERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAHflA PEStlE ALLOYS
1000"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST




I I I I I I I I I
































































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IlSO°C l.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGIIT CHANGE DATA
0
©
__1__L__ I I I I I I I
I0 20 30 40 SO 60 70 BO 90
TIIIE,hr
1OO











Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CASr GAMKAIGAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IN 792.11f 1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr IEST
X RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NiO NiO
SP[NEL, ao:8.30A. SPINEL, oo:O.]OA.































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES





I I I I J I I I i '
I0 20 3;0 40 50 60 70 BO 90 I00
TIME ,hr













Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-007-323-S
]N-792*Hf llSO*C I.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.236mm THICK STATIC AiR
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE PROBABLE CROSS-SPALL
SPINEL. ao=B.3OA, NiO
NiO SPINEL. ao:B,3OA.
Ni(W,Mo)O 4 TYPE 1 Ni(g,Mo)O 4 TYPE I
TRI(RUTILE),d(IlO)53.30A. TRI(RUTILE),d(IiO)53.30A.
Cr203 CoO
Ni(W,Mo)O 4 TYPE 2
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
81
Ni BASE 02-04-007-337-S









COflHERCIAL CAST GAflflA/GAflflA PRIME ALLOYS
IIS|'C I.OOhr CYCLES





J I I I I I I I, I

































Ni(M.Ho)D 4 TYPE !
COHHEBCIAL CAST GAHMAIGAnHA PRIHE ALLOTS








ii(H.flo)O 4 TYPE 1
ii(H,No)O 4 TYPE 2
FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
02-04-007-337-$















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMdA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IIO0"C t.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.302u THICK









I I I I I
















































COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS










2,302mm THICK STATIC AIR
83
Ni BASE COtiMERCIAL CAST GAflMA/OAMi'IA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-007-326-2
























I I I I I I I I
40 60 OO 100 120 1,10 160 lOO
TIME,he










FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
200



























UNKNOWN LINES. d VALUES
3.10A.
02-04-007-326-2










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GANHA PRIME ALLOYS
1100°C 1.00hr CYCLES












J I J J J I J J J
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIHE.hr




































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAHNA PRIHE ALLOYS
IN-792oHf 1100°C I.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NiO NiO
SPINEL. eo=B.3OA. SPINEL. eO:O.3OA.
AI2TiO S NI(H,Ho)O 4 TYPE 1
SPINEL. UO:O.1OA. TR[(RUT[LE),d(IIO)_3.30A.
Cr2O 3 (Ni,Co,Ft}TiO 3
NI(¼,Ho)O 4 TYPE 2 Cr203














COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PR|ME ALLOYS
1100"C t.OOhr CYCLES










I I I I l I l I





















































NI(M.Ho)O 4 TYPE 2
COHMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAHMA PRIHE ALLOYS









FACE CENTERED CUB|C MATRIX
02-04-007-336-5












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1|50"C I.OOhr CrCLES





I I I I I I I I
20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90
TIME.he
tO0
































FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATR]X
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS











2 3lOci THICK STATIC AIR
87
Ni BASE 02-04-031-327-3








COMHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1IO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA










I I i J I I i I

















































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COMMERCXAL CAST GAMHA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS











2.304am THLCK STATLC AIR
88










I I I l I I I°I I
I0 20 30 ,_0 50 60 70 00 90
TIME,hr
02-04-008-225-1
1150"C 1.00hr CYCLES 75.00hr TEST 2.157mm THICK STATIC AIR









Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
HAR-H-200 IISO°C 1.00hr CYCLES 75.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
7S hr 75 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NiO NiO
Ni(g,Ho)O4 TYPE 1 Ni(H,Mo)04 TYPE t




2.1S7mm THICK STATIC AIR












COfIMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
]150"C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I. I i I l°I I





























COIIMERCIAL CAST GAIt_IA/GAfIMA PRIME ALLOYS



















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMNA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
II00"C 1.00hr CYCLES









I I I I I I I I





















































FACE CENTERED CUBIC _IATRIX
COti_ERCIAL CAST GAM)IAIGANtAA PRIME ALLOYS

























COIiMERC|AL CAST GA_MAIGA_MA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO'C 1.00hr CYCLES




I I I I I I I I
20 .20 40 SO 60 70 80 90 I00
TIME,hr


































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
CDtlMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS

























COIfflERCIAL CAST GAHHA/OAr!HA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO°C l.OOhr CYCLES






I I I I I I I I I











FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX











COHMLRCIAL CAST GAH_IA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS








































1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.290mm IHICK













1 1 I I I I I 1
20 30 ,i0 50 60 70 00 90 100
TIME,hr
CDMIIERC[AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
llSO°C l.OOhr CYCLES


















































CoriMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GArIMA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO'C I.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST















I l { I I I I I I
I0 20 ]0 40 50 60 70 80 YO 100
TIHE,hr
COHHERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAdIIIA PRIME ALLOYS
lI50°C l.OOhr CYCLES






















100.OOhr TEST 2.297mm THICK STATIC AIR



















1100'C O.03hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST





I l l I I I I



















































COI'IIIERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
II00"C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST





















I I I I I I I I I
20 40 60 80 100 120 t40 t60 180 200
T[ME,hr
































200.OOhr TEST 2.324mm THICK STATIC AIR
9?










1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.248mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I I I t I f I












Ni BASE COIIHERCIAL CAST GA_hIA/GAMkIA PRIME ALLOYS
MAR-M-211 IISO°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEl., aO:8.IOA. NiO
TR[(RUTILE),d(IIO)_3.3OA. Ni(W,Mo)04 TYPE I
A1203 SPINEL, aO:Bm25A.
TRI(RUTILE),d(IIO)>3.3OA.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
UNKNOHN LINES, d VALUES
2.76A,
02-04-011-321-4











CONNERCIAL CAST CANNA/CAnNA PRIME ALLOTS
1100"C I.gOhr CYCLES







I I I I I J I J I
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TlNE.hr



































FACE CENTERED CUBIC NATRIX
COflnERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GABnA PRIHE ALLOTS






Ni(M.Ho)O 4 TYPE 1
SPINEL, oo:O.2SA.
SPINEL. OI:D,|IA.
Ni(H.flo)O 4 TYPE 2
TRI(RUIILE),N(llO)s).30A.
02-04-011-324-4
















I I I I I I I I
20 30 40 SO 60 70 90 90
TIME.hr
02-04-0]2-322-3
IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES IO0.OOhr TEST 2.23Bmm THICK STATIC AIR























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS









FACE CENIERED CUBIC RATRIX
02-04-012-322-3













COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/G4ff_A PRIME ALLOYS
]|O0"C 1.00hr CYCLES










I I I I I I I I I
20 40 60 BO lO0 120 140 160 ]80 200
TlHE,hr















































COHHERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAHHA PRIME ALLOTS








FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
02-04-012-325-3
2.249== THICK STATIC AIR
lOl






t I I I I I I I
20 30 ,10 50 60 70 BO 90 100
TIME,hr
02-04-013-322-1
IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.1Olmm THICK STATIC AIR



















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COtI_IERCIAL CAST GAMLIA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS







NI(W,Mo)O 4 TYPE 1
TRI(RUTILE),d(lIO)(3.30A.
CP203

















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
llO0"C l.OOhr CYCLES








I I I I I I [ _ I
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
T]ME.hr














































Ni(H,Mo)O 4 TYPE 1
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAMHA PRIME ALLOTS







Ni(M.Mo)O 4 TYPE I
TRI(RUTILE).d(ItO)_3.)OA.
Cr203
UNKNOWN LINES. d VALUES
2.72A.
02-04-013-325-I
2.183mm THICK STATIC AIR
103
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-041-3












SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I I I I I I I











Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAIIMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRW-VI-A IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr




FACE CENTERED CUBIC rIATRIX
02-04-021 041-3













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
ilSO'C t.OOhr CYCLES




I I I I I I i I I (
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
T[ME,hr






























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS













6.400mm TH[CK STATIC AIR
105
Ni BASE 02-04-021-078-6











COMMERCIAL CAST GAtiMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
I150"C l.OOhr CYCLES




I I I I I I I I l






























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS










UNKNOHN LINES, d VALUES
2.91A.
02-04-021-078-6
6.S30mm THICK STATIC AIR
106












1150"C I.OOhr CYCLES |O0.0Ohr TEST 2.787mm THICK STATIC AIR




I I I I I I I I



















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS






















COIIrIERCIAL CAST GAHrIA/GArlMA PRIME ALLOYS
0
0
llSO'C I.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I f I I I











































,Io I I I
0 I0 20 30
COrilIERCIAL CAST GAIIMA/GAMrIA PRIME ALLOYS
]150"C ].OOhr CYCLES




I I I I






























Ni BASE COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-021-|29-3











I I I I I I I I I





























COrlMERCIAL CAST GAMrIA/GAMIIA PRIME ALLOTS
I150°C l.OOhr CYCLES





I I I t I I i I
20 30 40 .SO 60 70 BO 90 100
TIME,hr

































COlIMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
ItSO'C l.OOhr CYCLES







[ 1 I I. I I































FACE CENTERED CUB[C MATRI_
COtirI!ZRCIAL CAST GAt4HA/GAMHA PRIME ALLOYS
























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMAPRIME ALLOTS
tlSO'C I.OOhr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I i I i i
20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 I00
TIME.hr




























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COMHERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAHMAPRIME ALLOTS























COM_XERCIAL CAST GA_tIA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
I150°C 1.00he CYCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I I i
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TIME.hr











Ni BASE CBt_MERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRH-VI-A 1150"C t.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr




FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX


































1100"C 1.00hr CTCLES lO0,OOhr TEST




I I i t I I I


































































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAMHA PRIME ALLOYS
0
0
IIO0°C 1.00hr CYCLES IO00.OOhr TEST 6.240mm THICK


































t I I I I I I i























ii BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRM-VIoA 1100°C I.OOhr _YCLES lOOO.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACT[ON DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr 500 hr





600 hr 600 hr






6.240ee THICK STATIC AIR
116
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-021-103-2
NASA-TRW-VI-A IIO0"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO00.OOhr TEST 6.240mm THICK STATIC AIR














1 l 1 1 1 l l l l



























































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRW-VI-A IlO0"E l.OOhr CYCLES lOOO.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
SO0 hr 500 hr




600 hr 600 hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAHffA/GAffMA PRIME ALLOYS
]IO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES IO00.0ehr TEST 6.240un THICK





































J I I 1 I ,1 I I























Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRH-V|-A 1100"C l.OOhr CYCLES IO00,OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
SO0 hr SO0 hr






600 hr 600 hr























COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GANMA PRIME ALLOYS
IIO0°C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST











I I I I I I I I



























CBMrlERC[AL CAST GAMNA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS


























2.737mm THICK STATIC AIR















COfl_ERCIAL CAST GAMNA/GANNA PRtfl[ ALLOTS
IO00"C l.OOhr CYCLES IO0.OOhr TEST










I J I I I I J

























































































































COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
tlSO*C l.OOhr CYCLES




I I I I I I I I I



























Ni BASE COIIMERC[AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NX-IB8 1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES tO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE 5PALL
100 hr tO0 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NiO CoO
SPINEL, ao:B.lOA. SPINEL, ao:B.OSA.
SPINEL. ao:B.25A.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
0
IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC NEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I



































COMMERCIAL CAST GAM_IA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-027-I]9-4
1150"C IO0.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.662mm THICK STATIC AIR





I I I I I I I I I
I0 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 O0
TIME,hr
Ni BASE CDMIIERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GA_MA PRIME ALLOYS
NX-lOB IlSO'C lO0.OOhr CYCLES
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr tO0 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NiO NiO
AI2O _ SPINEL. ao:O.OSA.
SPINEL, ao:8.0SA. AI203
Ni IN SPALL
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
lO0.OOhr TEST
02-04-027-13_-4
2.662mm THICK STATIC AIR
123
NI BASE CDHtlCRCIAL CAST CAMtiA/GAi'IMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-025-I08 6










I 1 I I I I I I I









































CO{.IIIERCIAL CAST GAMrIA/GAMIiA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC I!'£[GHT CHANGE DATA
O
I I I I I I I I







FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
i
00











COMMERCIAL CAST GAM_tAIGAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES












I I I I I I 1 I











































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/G&_A PRIME ALLOTS
RENE 90 1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
Cr2O 3 M;O
SPINEL. OO=8.3OA. SPINEL. al=e.2OA,
NiO
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-025-232-3










COIiMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150"C 1.00hr CYCLES




I I ] I [ I I [ I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 flO 90 lOB
TIME,hr



























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COIIrIERCIAL CAST GAFIHA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS


















































, i I I I I I I I '














COEHERC[AL CAST GAHflA/GAHHA PRIHE ALLOYS
|10O'C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.O0_r TEST













I I I I I I I I 1 ,














































COMMERCIAL CAST GANMA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS








FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-016-232-6
O.BOOmm THICK STATIC AIR
129
















I I t I ! I I I I
iO 20 30 _0 50 60 70 80 90 I00
TIME ,hr
02-04-017-322-4
I150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.340mm THICK STATIC AIR











Ni BASE COMHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAHMA PRIME AIILOYS
RENE 125 IlSO'C l.OOhr CYCLES ]O0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr IO0 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, ao:8.1OA. NiO
TRI(RUTILE),d(IlO)_3.]OA. NI(W,Mo)04 TYPE 2
SPINEL, ao:B.25A. SPINEL, ao:B.30A.
A1203 TRI(RUTILE),d(IIO)_3.3OA.
Hf02
UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES




2.340mm TH[CK STATIC AIR
130
Ni BASE 02-04-017-325-4









COHrlERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
II00"C 1.00hr CYCLES










I I I I I I I I I















































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
CDMrlERCIAL CAST GAflMA/GAMrIA PRIME ALLOYS










2.341mm THICK STATIC AIR
131
Ni BASE 02-04-019-101-1







EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C 1.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
___D_ ...... _)
0
__L__X_ I I 1 I I I I























Ni BASE 02 04 019-101-2


















EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
I150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I I I
I0 20 ]0 40 50 60 70 80 90 I00
TIHE,hr
EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST



























1.6ROmm THICK STATIC AIR














EXPERIMENTAL MOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMC4A PRIME ALLOYS
0
o
11S0"C t.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I I I I I I


























Ni BASE EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GN4MA/GAMFt_ PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-107-6











1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I I I































FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GNV_iA PRIME ALLOYS








UNKNOHN LINES, d VALUES
2.88A.
02-04-019-107-6
2.415mm TRICK STATIC AIR
135
N[ BASE 02-04-019-204-6







EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKEO _/GAJ_IMA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO'C 1.00hr CYCLES tOO.OOhr TEST






















I I I I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 00 90 100
T[ME,hr
EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS

























2.427mm THICK STATIC AIR
136











I I I _ I I I I
20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 I00
TIME ,hr
1150"C I.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.315mm THICK
































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
COFIMERCIAL CAST GAMtlA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS










UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
2.96A.
02-04-019-321-3









EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IlOO'C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST




-s.0 I I I I I I I I I
























Ni BASE EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GA/4MA/GAM/,U_ PRIME ALLOYS
TAZ-BA II00°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr 100 hr





SPINEL, aO:B.2SA. SPINEL, ao:B.2SA.
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-019-115-I









EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAHIqA/GA/414A PRIME ALLOYS
ItO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES tO0.OOhr TEST













































EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
110O°C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST







I I I I I I I I I















































EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAFJ, IA PRIME ALLOYS
IIO0"C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST






2.831mm THICK STATIC AIR















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMrlA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1100°C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.315mm THICK










! I I I I I I I
40 60 80 I00 120 140 160 180 200
TIHl-,hr
0
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS








Ni(N,Mo)O 4 TYPE I
AI203
















































2.315mm THICK STATIC AIR
3.57A.
141
Ni BASE CortMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-032-322-2











SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I I




COflMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS









































COMMERCIAL CAST GANHA/GAffHA PRIME ALLOYS
IIO0°C 1.00hr CYCLES












I I I I I I I I '
40 60 BO 100 120 140 160 lBO 20
TIME,hr





































Hi BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
TRg-R 1100"C i.00hr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr




HfO 2 SPINEL, ao:B.OSA.
Cr203
FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX AI203
UNKNOWN LINES. d VALUES
2.70A.
02-04-032-325-2










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMIiA PRIME ALLOYS
1150"C 1.0Ohr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0 0
0
I I I I I I I I I
I0 20 30 40 SO 60 70 BO 90
TlME,hr
lO0





















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
UDIMET-700 IISO°C I.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr I00 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, ao=B.25A. NiO
SPINEL, aO:8.1OA. SPINEL, aO:8.2SA.





2.310mm THICK STATIC AIR













COHHERCIAL HOT HORKEO GAHHA/GAHHA PRIHE ALLOYS
TIS0'C I.O0hr CYCLES 100.00br TEST





i I I I I l i i J





































COHHERCIAL HOT HORKED GAflHA/GAHflA PRIHE ALLOYS







FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
02-13-016-323-6
1.7608t THICK STATIC AIR
14:5
Ni BASE 02-04-022-2S1-1








EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMf,P_/GAJ,_'_._PRIME ALLOYS
1100"C t.00hr CYCLES










I I I I I I I I i '













































FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAJ'IMA/G_PRIME ALLOYS
























EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMPL_/G/_MA PRIME ALLOYS
1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr





I I I I I I I t

















































FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATR|X
EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAJ,V4A/GAt,V4A PRIME ALLOYS
































I100°C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 1.729mm THICK STATIC AIR








140 160 180 200
I I I I
































EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
I100"C 1.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST










I I I 1 I [ I

























































EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED GPZ4MA/G/_4MA PRIME ALLOYS
ll00°C I.OOhr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST










J I I I t I I I





































Ni BASE EXPERIMENTAL HOT WORKED G,_MMA/GAIdMA PRIME ALLOYS
U-700 1100"C I.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr




UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
FACE CENTERED CUBIC eATRIK 3.09A.
2.44A.
02-13-016-310*6











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100°C 1.OOhr CYCLES







I 1 I I I I I I I
20 40 60 80 LO0 120 140 160 1BO 200
TIME .h?





































Hi BASE COHMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS
U-700 1100"C l.OOhr CYCLES 300.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr







UNKHOHN LINES. d VALUES
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX 3.10A.
02-04-022-324-6















COMMERCIAL HOT HORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100"C I.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST









t I I I I I 1 I '


















































COMHERCIAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS











FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02+13-016-J26-6











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150'C 1.00hr CYCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I I I
tO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
TIME,hr
O0






















Ni BASE COMflERCIAL CAST GAMrlA/GArlMA PRIME ALLOTS
UDIMET-710 IISO°C t.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, ao:B.3OA. NiO
NiO SPINEL, ao=B.2SA.




2.]29mm THICK STATIC AIR









COM_ERCIAC CAST GA_MA/GA_HA PRIHE ALLOYS
1100"C 1.00hr CYCLES









I I I I I I I I











































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOYS
UDIMET-710 1100°C 1.00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEFT
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr




Ni(H,Ho)O 4 TYPE 2 (N;,Co,Fe)TIO 3
TRI(RUTILE),d(IIO)_3.3OA,
FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
02-04-023-324-5






COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
llSO'C l.OOhr CTCLES
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
i I I I I I I I I
tO 20 ]0 40 50 60 70 80 90
TIME.hr
tO0






















Ni BASE 02-04 024-102-5










COIIIIt!r_CIALCAS[ GAKtIA/GAM_IA PRIME ALLOYS
tlSo°c 1.00hr CYCLES






I I I I I I I I I
























BASE COrI_IERCIAI. CAST OAM_IA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO"C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
I00 hr _00 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NI<W,Mo)04 TYPE 1 Ni(_,Mo)04 TYPE I
Cr2O 3




















IISO°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.5lSmm THICK




I i I I I I I I I






































I150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.523mm TH[CK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WE]GHT CHANGE DATA
0
I I I I I I I I I
I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 00 90 100
T[ME,hr
Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS
MAR-H-S09 I150°C i.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
Cr203 CoD
























I150"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.338mm THICK
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
q
I I I I I I I I I
























Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS
MAR-M-S09 1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr I00 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, ao:B.3OA. CoO
CoO SPINEL, ao:O.3OA.
Cr203 NT(W,Mo)O4 TYPE I
FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
03-02-003-323-4


























I I I I I I



























































1100"C 1,00hr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.327mm THICK










I I I I l 1 I









































Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS
MAR-H-S09 1100"C I.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
200 hr 200 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
CoO SPINEL. ao:B.35A,
SPINEL. ao=8.3SA. CoO
AI2TIO S AI2TiO S
FACE CENTERED CUB]C MATRIX
03-02-003-326-4
2.327un THICK STATIC AIR
161
Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS 03-02-002-099-1











SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
{ I { I I 1 I I {













Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS 03-02-002 099-2







SPECIFIC WI!IGHT CHANGE DATA
(
J I I I I I I I I












Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS 0]-02-002-099-2
W[-52 1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST 2.694mm THICK STATIC AIR
k-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr I00 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, ao:O.35A. CoO
Cr203 SPINEL, ao=8.35A.
CotlO4 15-867 CoWO4 15 867
FACE C(ZNTERED CUBIC MATRIX
163
Co BASE 03-02-002-105-4








IISO°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2,651mm IHIC,K
SPECIFIC _EIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I I I





































1150°C 1.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.657mm TIIICK
SHECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I f I I I I





Co IIASI_ CAST (rURBINI{) NLOT5
#II 52 1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST
X RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr ]00 hr
STAt_DARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPINEL, a 0 8.35A. CoO
Cr203 SPINFL, ao:8.20A.





































1150"C I.OOhr CTCLES 7S.OOhr TEST








































1093"C 1.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.226mm THICK












































1093"C I.OOhr CYCLES tOO.0Ohr TEST 3.226== THICK




I l ] I I f t I I














Co BASE CAST (TURBINE3 ALLOYS 03-02-002-120-2
gI-S2 1093"C 1.00hr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.226mm THICK STATIC AiR
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
Cr2O3 CoO
CogO 4 15-867 SPINEL. ag:B.3OA.













t093"C O.OShr CTCLES OS.OOhr TEST














t I ] I i I t I°1






















































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS




















































































1038"C 1.0Ohr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.251mm THICK




I I I [ I I t I 1
































UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
1.76A.
CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS




















1038"C 1.00hr CYCLES |00.00hr TEST 3.226mm THICK








t I I I I I I t






































982°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 3.226mm THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I I I I














Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03 02 002-104-I
NI-S2 982°C l.OOhr CYCLES I00.00hr TEST 3.226mm THICK STATIC AIR
X RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
SPIXEL, a 0 8.30A. CoO
















SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
03-02-002-I04-2




t t I I 1 I I I I




















II50"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.2SBmm THICK
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I I I I



































ItSO'C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.270mm THICK
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I I I [














Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS 03-02-001-095-4
X-40 II50"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.270mm THICK STATIC AIR
X-HAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
lO0 hr I00 hr


























1150"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 2.521mm THICK
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I I
















































I150°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.568mm THICK






I I I I I I I I




































IlSO'C 1.00_r C_CLES 4S.00hr TEST




. I I 1 II I I I [


























CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-001-128-6
I1SO'C t.OOhr CYCLES tO0.OOhr TEST 3.1SOme THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
10
I t t t I I I t I























03 02 001_146-]CAST (IURBINE) ALLOTS
1150°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST 3.251mm THICK STATIC AIR












10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 I00
TIME.hr
























I093°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST 3.2Slmm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CtIANGE DATA
O
O
I I I I I I I I












Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) AELOYS
X-40 I093°C 1.00hr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST
k-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr





3.2Slmm THICK STATIC AIR
182
Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS 03-02-001-096-5












I I I I I I i I I





















I093°C O.OShr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST












I I I I t t I I I
















































Co BASE CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS
X 40 I093"C O.05hr CYCLES 100.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr






















1093"C O.OShr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST ].2Slmm THICK























































































1093"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.251mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIF]C gE]GHT CHANGE DATA
I I I t I
10 20 30 40 SO
TIHE.hr
0
I I 1 I (























I018"C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.251mm THICK




I I I I I I I I I

























Co BASE 03 02 001 098-5







I038°C l.OOhr CYCLES lO0.OOhr TEST 3.251mm THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0
0
I I I I I I I I





























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
CAST (TURI}[NE) AllOYS
I038°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.00hr IEST







3.2Slmm THICK STATIC AIR
188
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